
The Chud Manifesto (Whitepaper)

About CHUD

1. Story

CHUD - Cannibalistic Humanoid Underground Dweller

Often depicted and used alongside “le /pol/ face” or “le pollack”, is a slang used to refer to online people 
who are considered unpleasant to be around and socially “not normal”.

Chud is a bitter individual with no respect for societal norms as he has no place in it. The goal is to create 
a coin that’s as bitter and unlikable as this sorry excuse we call “the World we live in”. A coin that 
mimics the mood of it’s users. chudCoin

2. Vision

Millions must burn!

Have you had enough of this sorry excuse for a world? Well, we've got the perfect remedy for you: 
chudCoin.

Say goodbye to trust, hope, and all that nonsense, and embrace the bitter reality with chudCoin.

chudCoin is the epitome of cynicism, built by disillusioned Chuds who understand the futility of it all. 

It's a middle finger to the establishment, a digital rebel that thrives on chaos and discontent. 
With chudCoin, you can finally indulge in the bitter satisfaction of financial transactions that reflect the 
brokenness of the world we live in.
Forget about trust and security; chudCoin revels in the anarchy. 

No centralized authority can tell you what to do or how to do it. It's a wild west of digital finance, where 
scams and schemes run rampant. We’re gonna do it clean in this dirty dog world. Truly the Chuddest of 
our times. 



3. Roadmap

Phase 1:
● Liquidity pool launch
● Etherscan/CoinGecko/Coinmarketcap listings
● 1,000+ Holders
● Promote community engagement (Telegram)
● Meme gorilla marketing

Phase 2:
● 10,000+ Holders
● CEX Listings
● Creation of VIP Lounge (chuds only, bots need not apply)

Phase 3:
● 100,000+ Holders
● Chud NFT collection community launch
● Billions must burn!

4. Tokenomics

● Total supply - 148,869,420
● 90% fair/stealth launched to liquidity pool on Uniswap V2
● 10% burnt - Refer to Phase 3, point 3 (yeah, under budget and ahead of schedule)



WAGMI, or else...


